
Report on the work of the dissertation Council

Dissertation Cor:ncil on metallurgy and materials science at the Kazal&national researchtechnical University narnedlafter K. I. Satpayev on specialties (direction of training):- 6D070700 - Vtining;
- 6D071100 - Geodesv.

eetings.
the members of the dissertation Council who
erwhelming majority of the members of the

carsten Drebenstr*h - Doctor of rechnicut s.il.", ,6D070700- Mining (Germany) - attendedless than half of the meetings for
2. List of doctoral students indic ation oftraining:- D. Baskanbayeva-- KazNRTU Satpayev;- R.Zhanakova- KazNRTU named after K.I. Satpayev;- Ye. Aben - Ka:zNR.TU named after K.I. Satpayev.

l' Brief analysis of rlissertations considered by the Council during the reporting year

4.1 The analysis of the subject of work o a < Development of composite materialsfor reinforced filling and manufacture of >, submitted for the ph.D in specialty6D070700 - Mining scienoe and technology
The dissertation paper of the doctoral stude

is devoted to the problenrs of increasing the effr
reducing the cost of materials dictates the ne
characteristics and lower cost, which require

The regularity of the change in the gth of the reinforced fill from the amount ofaddition to the mixture o:l basalt fiber has Jh"d, *hi"h makes it possible to design andobtain a fill mass with sper:ified strength characteri
A model has been developed for the rational structure of a polymer concrete mixture with anintermittent granulometry- rrf the aggregate,which makes it possible io outuin polymer concrete of highdensity and strength, which makes 1t possible to use it as a structural material in mechanicalengineering.

of the hardened polymer concrete of the mixing
body of the mixer, the mixing time of the
sin) and the drying temperature of the finished

to substantjate a rational technological mode of
The connection of tlLe topic of the dissertation with the directions of development of science, whichare formed by the rrigher scientific and rechnical commission under the Government of the Republic of

Full name of the
doctoral studernt

Topics of work

Baskanbayeva
Dinara

ZhanakovaRaissa

Aben Yeldos

< Development of composite materials for
reinforced filling and manufacture of gearbox

< Research of combined support structures and
ways of their improvement>

Innovative methods of restoration of te.npora.y
non-working walls of deep open-pits



the thesis results in practice.

S.

ork of R. Zhanakova <Research of combined
submitted for the degree of doctor of philosophy

nt of the K.I.Satpayev KazNRTIJ Zhanakova R.is devoted to the problems to present a rational system of fastening and construction of combinedsupports based on a detailed study-analysis of tho features of each of tn" individual sections of therock mass and stress-deformation states that arise in mine workings, as pennanent fasteners when
of the_"Beskempir" mineral deposit. Study of
is and substantiation of the technical and

rmine the zones of distribution of the influence of
port gallery passes, having studied the strategy and

the interaction and dimensions of the mine workings are determined, takinginto 'the rock mass, the interaction of the system cJmponents in the system,,Ma 
kings,,.

Determination of thr: stability of rocks in the mining area by three independent modern methods(Building code-Il-94-80, RMR and Q-rating) and their inalysis of determining the stability class ofrocks with clear divisions of the boundaries of the driveway attachment areas.
Based on the resea:ch materials, a new innovative, safe and economical system of fastening

rine workinss.

supports as a result of ensuring the bearing capaci
elements.

The connection of dissertation topics with the areas of science development, which wereformed by the Higher Scientific and Technical commission under the Government of theRepublic of Kazakhstan in accordance with paragraph 3 of article 18 of the Law ,,On Science,,and (or) state programs. The main results una riuj..t of the directions of dissertation work the
bined support structu
evelopment of science
of scientific, scientific

array of rocks with differernt stability characteristic
support is used in mine workings to secure complex
without taking into accourLt frequent changes in mi
crosses it along its length.



Analysis of the level of implementation of the thesis results in practice.

4'3 The analyriis of the subject of work of Aben Ye. "Innovative methods of restorationof temporary non-working walls of deep open-pits", ,,rb-ittrd for the degree of doctor of ph.D inthe specialty 6D070700 - Minins.
dent of the K.I.Satpayev KazNRTU Aben ye. is
methodology for the mine development in working
h ensures the de-conservation of non-working walls

The developed technology of the safe intensive mine development of the working area alongthe steep walls allows to eliminate the stripping *ork lugging in a shorter time than traditionalmethods' It allows to refuse the formation # teir orarily iJn-iryorking walls to reduce the currentvolume of stripping operations in deep open_pits.
proposed order of the mine development of worki
ensure a consistent rhyhnic production of strip
required reserve of mined ore on the industrial
volume of current stripping and will also simplify the pro..r. of ore averaging before its processing incomparison with the well-known analogues oith. leading countries of the world.

A 3D model has been -by- stage formation of optimal open-pits in thedevelopment of steep dipping , on the basis of which a 3D model has beencreated for oval-shaped open p the stage-by-stage open-pits takes into account the
shape of the ore deposit and the slope of the wall
theiecond order along the horizontal sections. In 

sional spline of
dimensional spline is used. The determination of 

deposits a two-
contours oftheopen pit is achieved by the Newon method, when the desired accuracy is obtained after severaliterations.

tes

is established what volumes of ore can be .*rru.,ll'
mined out for this. Thus, it is possible to evaluate the
area, depending on the del
created dynamic model of
the mine development of t
direction of excavators' ml

Connection of the
formed by the Higher
Republic of Kazakhstan in accordance with par
and (or) state programs. The research is based o
No.751 MN.GF.12.l7',Dt
breakthrough technologies
scientific supervisor - Dc



"Intensification of conl;truction, reconstruction
operation with the use of two-level development
work" (2013-2015, scientific supervisor _ Doctor

Analysis of the level of implementation
publications have been published on the topic of the
the Scopus database, 5 :rticles from the list of rc
Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic
work were reported at 6 international conferences. 4

5. alysis of the w.rk of official reviewers (with examples of the most low-qualityreviews)
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Reviewers
It'ull name of the first reviewer
(position, academic degree, title,

number of publications in the
specialty for the last 3 years)

X'ull name of the second 
".vi.roe.(position, academic degree, title,

number of publications in the
specialty for the last 3 years)

uzgrna V.S. -
rctor of Technical Sciences,
ofessor, LLP "VIST Asia" escpert
d researcher on science and
velopment

GrafA.Yu. -
Candidate of Technical Sciences.
Associate Professor, Kazakhstan
Nuclear University

'. l\.. beKDergenov - Candidate of
echnical Sciences, Head of the
aboratory "Complex
tevelopment of Mineral
esources ", D.A.Kunaev Institute
IMinins

G.K. Samenov - Candidate of-
Technical Sciences, Deputy Director
of Kazakhaltyn Logistic LLp

:mrn V.-h'. - Doctor of Technical
iences, Professor of the
partment "Development of
neral deposits" of Karaganda
chnical University, Karaganda

AdilkhanovaZh.A. - Candidate of
Technical Sciences, Head of the
Laboratory of Computer-aided Design
of the D. A. Kunaev Institute of
Mining, Almaty

I\luzgina V.
Doctor ol
Professor, I
and reseal
developmen

Demin V.F,
Sciences, Pr

Department
mineral dep
Iechnical L

All reviewers have research experience, published works in the areas of dissertations andmeet the requirements.

, 5 Proposals for fi'rther improvement of the system of training scientific personnel. Increasethe requirements for the rvork of scientific consultants (especially dom
Kazakhstan) doctoral students in terms of the proposed topics of dissertation research andtheirleadership in the training of scientific personnel.

6 Data on the considered dissertations for the degree of doctor of philosophy phD, doctorofprofile

Code and title of specialty Code and title of



Dissertations accepted lbr
defense

@xlts
from other universities

6D070700 - Mining 6D071100 -
Geodesy

aJ

Dissertations withdrawn from
consideration

-

lnctudmg doctoral stuLdents
from other universities
r,lruscrrauons rnat reoetved
negative reviews from
reviewers

-

lncludlng doctoral students
from other universities

-

Drssertations with a negative
decision on the results of the
defense
IlruruuurB (roctoral stu(xents
from other universities
Dissertations aimed at
completion
Including doctoral studenti
from other universities
r.,rsseftauons almed at
repeated defense
Including doctoral students
from other universities

Deputy Chairman of the Dissertation
Council on Mining and
Geodesy, Doctor of Tec.hn

Scientific Secretary of tthe dissertation C

H.Yussupov

G.Kyrgizbayeva


